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VICE PRESIDENT'S NOTE

STAY

UP-T0-DATE!

HEIDI Ham
Vice President, Programs and Strategy

National AfterSchool Association

T

Talk the Talk. Walk the Walk.

FREE eNEWSLETTER
naaweb.org/free-enewsletter

Did you use the 4Cs today? Of course, you did!
How? You made a phone call. You held or participated in a meeting or

training. You connected with someone via e-mail. You solved a problem
or coached someone in solving one. You came up with a new idea, alone or
with a colleague. You wrote a touching blog. You interacted positively or

TOP CONTENT
@ NAAWEB.ORG

constructively on social media. And much more ... You may have taken the
ability to do these things for granted, but don’t sell yourself short.
Learning and innovation skills—the 4Cs: Creativity, Critical thinking,
Communication, Collaboration—are increasingly being recognized as those
separating students who are prepared for a more and more complex life and
work environments in the 21st century from those who are not.
These are also skills that contribute to the success of afterschool leaders

MEET THE NEW NAA BOARD MEMBERS

and professionals.
We know—research shows—quality afterschool programs build these
important skills in young people. But this development does not happen
without support from leaders, and knowledgeable and competent staff. To
advocate for and build capacity of afterschool programs and the profession,
it’s imperative that all members of our field understand and can articulate
that these skills are both caught and taught, and commit to ongoing

STOP THE SUMMER SLIDE: TIPS TO
SHARE WITH FAMILIES

modeling and teaching of the skills within our circles and beyond.
A focus on the 4Cs at all levels—be it the young people who attend the
programs, entry-level and developing afterschool professionals who work
directly with children and youth, afterschool leaders at all levels who play
a variety of key roles, and mastery-level professionals who provide research
and thought leadership—is essential in preparing young people for the
future and ensuring the strength of the afterschool profession.

5 WAYS TO BUILD STRONG
RELATIONSHIPS WITH FAMILIES

In this issue, afterschool leaders, organizations and programs share how
they weave these crucial learning and innovation skills into everyday ways
of being and intentional practices. Read the articles, and you'll discover

SOCIAL COMMUNITY

how to talk the talk and walk the walk of the 4Cs to ensure our workforce is

/NationalAfterSchoolAssociation

equipped to develop these skills in young people—solidifying afterschool in

@NatlAfterSchool

its rightful place as an avenue for workforce development.

/NA Atoday
/natlafterschool
/NA AWeb
National AfterSchool Association
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NEWS A N D RESOURCES

VISIT: WWW
Read more about the people,
products and programs
featured in this issue of
AfterSchool Today!
Language and the Pursuit of
Leadership Excellence
What a Great Idea! 2.0
What Do You Do with an Idea?
http://smile.amazon.com/
Girls Inc. of Omaha
http://girlsincomaha.org/
Council on Accreditation
http://coanet.org/
Development Without Limits (DWL)
http://developmentwithoutlimits.org/
Right At School
https://rightatschool.com/
Chic Thompson | What a Great
Idea
https://whatagreatidea.com/
WAGiLabs
http://wagilabs.org/
Collaborative Communications
http://collaborativecommunications.com/
ACT Now Coalition
http://www.actnowillinois.org/
New York State Network for Youth
Success
http://networkforyouthsuccess.org/
Missouri Afterschool Network
http://moafterschool.org/
Utah Afterschool Network
http://utahafterschool.org/

MORE: HELPFUL RESOURCES
FROM THE SPECIAL REPORT

National Recreation and Park

Estonian Youth Work Centre

Association

http://bit.ly/YouthWorkCentre

https://www.nrpa.org/

Finland: Ministry of Education &

Concerned Black Men National

Culture

http://cbmnational.org/

http://minedu.fi/en/frontpage

Children and Adult Care Food

Helsinki Youth Services

Program (CACFP)

http://bit.ly/HelsinkiYouthServices

http://bit.ly/CACFP_FNS

Allianssi
http://www.alli.fi/english/

FROM SUSTAINABILITY

Convention on the Rights of the Child

Workforce Readiness and

http://bit.ly/COTROTC

Afterschool: Network Leads Survey
Summary

FROM HEALTH|WELL-BEING

http://bit.ly/WorkforceReadiness

Voices for Healthy Kids

Riley Institute at Furman University

http://voicesforhealthykids.org/

https://riley.furman.edu/

American Heart Association

National Network of Business and

http://www.heart.org/

Industry Associations

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

http://bit.ly/NNSkills

http://www.rwjf.org/
Partnership for 21st Century Skills

FROM ISSUE

http://bit.ly/FrameworkP21

Sir Ken Robinson | Changing

National Afterschool Association

Education Paradigms

https://naaweb.org/

http://bit.ly/RobinsonCEP

Afterschool Alliance

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

http://www.afterschoolalliance.org/

http://bit.ly/Framework21stCentury

YMCA of the USA

American Institutes for Research

http://www.ymca.net/

http://www.air.org/

Alliance for a Healthier Generation
https://www.healthiergeneration.org/

FROM STRENGTHENING YOUR

MomsRising

PROGRAM

https://www.momsrising.org/

Navigating Social and

Mission: Readiness

Emotional Learning from the

https://www.strongnation.org/missionreadiness

Inside Out

Boys & Girls Clubs

http://bit.ly/NavigatingSEL

https://www.bgca.org/

The Wallace Foundation

Girls on the Run

http://wallacefoundation.org/

https://www.girlsontherun.org/

Harvard Graduate School of

Save the Children

Education

http://www.savethechildren.org/

https://www.gse.harvard.edu/
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BOOK REVIEW

WHATAFTERSCHOOL READING
IS

BOOK REVIEW: READ ALOUD

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH AN IDEA? By Kobi Yamada
I always have ideas coming into my head—ideas about my hobbies, school or sports. Like with
all ideas, I have one problem: How can I put this into action? When I read What Do You Do with
An Idea?, it gave me some strategies. One is to always have complete confidence—even with some
lows—to continue with it to the end. This book has a good motivational message about believing in
yourself and your ideas. One idea can change everything. It can change your life, the lives of others
and the future.
Contributed by Kieran Warner, seventh grade, Thoreau Middle School, Vienna, Virginia.
BOOK REVIEW: LEADERSHIP

LANGUAGE AND THE PURSUIT OF LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE: HOW EXTRAORDINARY LEADERS BUILD
RELATIONSHIPS, SHAPE CULTURE AND DRIVE BREAKTHROUGH RESULTS By Chalmers Brothers and Vinay Kumar
Many of us were taught, “It’s not so much what you say that’s important. It’s what you do.”
However, as leaders, a great deal of what we do is accomplished by what we say, how we say it, when
and where we say it—and what we don’t say. Enter the SOAR leadership communication model.
SOAR (Success = Observer, Action, Results) focuses on results, the actions required to produce
them, and the role we as leaders play in this process. Starting with self-awareness and moving to
communications with our team and others, it takes a deep look at the power of language in leadership
effectiveness and organizational performance. Filled with ref lection questions, helpful visual aids
and practical application steps, it’s a valuable tool for any established or aspiring leader.
Contributed by Gina Warner, NA A President & CEO.
BOOK REVIEW: PROGRAM

WHAT A GREAT IDEA! 2.0 By Chic Thompson
Heads up, right-brained rule-breakers—like me: You’ll enjoy What a Great Idea! 2.0 and instantly
start looking for friends to join you in completing the creative activities inside. Warning! This isn’t a
read-all-270-pages-in-one-sitting kind of book; it’s a pick-up-put-down-pick-it-up-again-to-searchfor-your-favorite-activity kind of book. Thank you, Chic Thompson, for including an index so I
could find my favorite, “When You’re Stuck” (page 189), when I needed it. The exercises include
easy conversation starters and thought-provoking activities for teams of all sizes.
p.s. If you read it and want to do one of the exercises together, tweet me: @hatchdw
Contributed by Daniel Hatcher, Director of Community Partnerships Alliance for a Healthier Generation.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE VIA AMAZONSMILE, YOU’RE ABLE TO HELP SUPPORT
THE NATIONAL AFTERSCHOOL ASSOCIATION. HTTP://SMILE.AMAZON.COM/
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VOICE IN THE FIELD

WHAT QUESTIONS DID
YOU ASK TODAY?

A

At the core of the 4Cs—

Collaboration, Creativity, Critical
Thinking, Communication—is
another C: Curiosity.

BY CHIC THOMPSON

We incorporate these questions into our WAGiLabs afterschool playbook, to
teach youth how to become a social innovation kidpreneurs.
1. WHAT’S RIGHT ABOUT IT? Be curious first and critical second with a
new idea. Ask what’s right; let the vision of possibilities dance in everyone’s
head before passing judgment or calculating success probabilities.
2. WHY? Research shows we stopped asking “Why?” and started asking
“What, when, where and how?” Increase questioning by asking “Why?”
more often. Dr. W. Edwards Deming, designer of continuous improvement,
states you must ask “Why?” five times to get to your challenge’s root cause.
3. WHAT’S AN ANALOGY THAT WILL REDEFINE WHAT’S
POSSIBLE? Seek an analogy to your situation to redefine your options,
strategy and possibilities. My favorite: “How would a NASCAR pit crew
design a solution to solve this challenge?”

When you were 5, your curiosity

4. WHAT WOULD WE “NEVER” DO TO SOLVE THIS CHALLENGE?

was highest. You averaged 65

Albert Einstein said to always look for second right answers. I ask, “What

questions daily, most starting with

would I never do?” after coming up with a solution. Look at your never list.

“Why?” The average 8-year-old
asks 41 questions; at 44 years, we ask

“What if I did this ‘never’ solution?” “What’s right about this crazy solution?”
Or ask, “What’s the opposite of how others solved my challenge?” Could there

six—most starting with “When?” or

be a breakthrough idea? If so, f lip an opposite into an opportunity. This might

“Where?” or “How much?”

sound absurd, contradictory or illogical, yet might be brilliant, true and logical.

Questions increase again at

It could open possibilities, clear mental blocks, and counter false assumptions.

retirement. “Where are my keys?”
“Why did I walk into this room?”
It could be said, “We entered
school as question marks and we
graduated as periods.”
How depressing.
Afterschool programs combat
this downward spiral—challenging
youth and facilitators to share
ideas, look for second right answers,

HOMEWORK
Don’t ask, “What did you learn today?” or "How was your day?" Ask, “What
questions did you ask today?” And ask everyone!
We all started school as question marks. I hope we’ll regain that status by
asking great questions, every day.
Consider how our lives will change if we retire as question marks instead of periods.
We can spend our golden years asking, “What great book should I read today?”
Not, “Where are my car keys?”

prototype possibilities and have fun!

Chic Thompson is a Batten Fellow of Entrepreneurship at the University of Virginia’s Darden Business School and adjunct faculty at
the Brookings Institution and the Young Presidents’ Organization. His first book, What a Great Idea!, was published by HarperCollins;
Harvard Business School released a case study on his speaking career. Chic’s latest creative adventure is founding WAGiLabs, a global,
social innovation incubator for kids’ ideas. We're excited to feature Chic as one of our keynote speakers at NAA18!
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STRENGTHENING YOUR PROGRAM

A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO
SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL
SKILLS

T

There’s a consensus among those who study child development, education and health: Social and emotional skills

matter—for many areas of development, including learning, health and general well-being.
Furthermore, recent research demonstrates that high-quality, evidence-based social and emotional learning (SEL)

programs produce positive outcomes for students, among them improved behavior, attitudes and academic performance.
Yet what, exactly, is SEL?
“Broadly speaking, SEL refers to the process through which individuals learn and apply a set of social, emotional,

behavioral and character skills required to succeed in schooling, the workplace, relationships and citizenship,” wrote
Stephanie Jones, a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, and her colleagues in Navigating Social
and Emotional Learning from the Inside Out. The guide explores 25 evidence-based SEL programs, including some for
afterschool settings, and shows how to adapt programs for out-of-school time settings.
The authors explain the following 12 concrete SEL skills related to positive outcomes for children and youth:

8
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COGNITIVE SKILLS In a general sense, cognitive regulation can be thought of as the basic cognitive skills required to direct
behavior toward attaining a goal.
ATTENTION CONTROL: The ability to concentrate on relevant information and goal-directed tasks while resisting
distractions and shifting tasks when necessary (listening to the teacher and ignoring kids outside on the playground).
INHIBITORY CONTROL: The ability to suppress or modify a behavioral response in service of attaining a longer-term
goal by inhibiting automatic reactions (such as shouting out an answer) while initiating controlled responses appropriate to the
situation (such as raising one’s hand).
WORKING MEMORY AND PLANNING SKILLS: The ability to maintain and manipulate information over a relatively
short period of time. Planning skills are used to identify and organize the steps or sequence of events needed to complete an
activity and achieve a goal.
COGNITIVE FLEXIBILITY: The ability to switch between thinking about two different concepts to thinking about multiple
concepts simultaneously, or to redirecting one’s attention away from the one salient object, instruction or strategy to another.

EMOTIONAL SKILLS Emotional processes are a set of

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Social and

skills and understandings that help children recognize, express

interpersonal skills support children and youth

and regulate their own emotions—as well as engage in empathy

to accurately interpret other people’s behavior,

and perspective-taking around the emotions of others.

effectively navigate social situations, and interact

Emotional skills allow children to recognize how different

positively with peers and adults. Building on

situations make them feel and to “prosocially” address those

emotional knowledge and processes, interpersonal

feelings. They are fundamental to positive social interactions

skills enable children to work collaboratively, solve

and critical to building relationships with peers and adults.

social problems and coexist peacefully with others.

EMOTION KNOWLEDGE AND EXPRESSION: The

UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL CUES: The

ability to recognize, understand and label emotions in oneself

process through which children interpret cues from

and others—and to appropriately express one’s feelings.

their social environment and use them to understand

EMOTION AND BEHAVIOR REGULATION: The
ability to use effortful control strategies to modify the

the behaviors of others.
CONFLICT RESOLUTION / SOCIAL

intensity or duration of both positive and negative emotional

PROBLEM-SOLVING: The ability to generate and

arousal, as well as the ability to learn and conform to

act on effective strategies or solutions for challenging

expectations for appropriate social behavior.

interpersonal situations and conf licts.

EMPATHY AND PERSPECTIVE-TAKING: The ability

PROSOCIAL SKILLS: The skills required to

to understand another person’s emotional state and point of

organize and navigate social relationships, including

view. This includes identifying, acknowledging and acting

the ability to interact effectively with others and

upon the experiences, feelings and viewpoints of others—

develop positive relationships. Includes a broad range

whether by placing oneself in another’s situation or through

of skills and behaviors, such as listening, cooperation,

vicariously experiencing another’s emotions.

helping, community building and being a good friend.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
CHARACTER: A set of culturally determined skills, values and habits required to understand, care about and act upon core ethical values
(such as respect and justice) and to perform to one’s highest potential in achievement or work contexts (such as perseverance and diligence).
MINDSET: Attitudes and beliefs about oneself, others and one’s own circumstances that impact one’s interpretation of—and
response to—daily events and interactions.
Commissioned by The Wallace Foundation, Navigating Social and Emotional Learning from the Inside Out can be downloaded at
http://bit.ly/NavigatingSEL.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2017
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

L. Kimo Richardson

Jennifer Brady

CULTIVATING A
4Cs CULTURE

C

Communication, Creativity, Collaboration, Critical Thinking: The 4Cs

may be taught explicitly—or caught by watching someone model them.
For afterschool professionals and emerging leaders to develop the 4Cs
in young people, it’s critical to create leaders and company cultures that
value and cultivate these skills.
NAA asked three afterschool leaders how they cultivate a 4Cs culture

Michele Wilkens, EdS, LCPC

within their organizations and provide strong modeling in their work with
other leaders and professionals directly involved with youth.

The 4Cs have been important in my work as an afterschool professional, from my time as a frontline educator through my
current work in accrediting afterschool programs with the Council on Accreditation (COA).
One helpful practice that facilitates collaboration and communication is making time for team feedback. Giving and
receiving feedback can be challenging—especially because it often goes one way, is infrequent and only focuses on what is not
working well. Twice a year, our team puts away our to-do lists and spends time asking and answering questions and sharing
our ref lections on how we are working with one another, focusing on two elements of our relationship with every other member
of our team:
•

Something we appreciate about what they bring to the team.

•

Something we need from them to work more effectively together.

Doing impactful work with youth often has us working at a breakneck pace, so taking time to tend to our team can feel like a
luxury. In our experience, taking this time has been a necessity—and has fueled greater staff motivation and strengthened role
clarity and relationships.
What wonderful work we can do for kids when the adults demonstrate the skills we are trying to teach!

L. Kimo Richardson is a graduate of Regent University and directs the Council on Accreditation’s early childhood,
afterschool and youth development accreditation work.
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Development Without Limits (DWL) believes youth should be at the center of their own learning. We’re passionate about positive youth
development, keeping that in mind with all we do. Here’s what the 4Cs look like in our work with one another, clients and stakeholders:
COLLABORATION. We assume each person on our team is an expert. We don’t waste time trying to prove ourselves or
showcase our résumés; we jump into the work and seek each other’s input. We don’t seek recognition; we simply want clients to
do their work better. We become part of their teams, staying in the background to accomplish the task.
CREATIVITY. We aren’t satisfied with the status quo and are always generating new ideas for improving program practices.
Staff are matched with projects they care about, based on their individual passions.
CRITICAL THINKING. We pay attention and constantly listen to each other, our clients and the field. We identify needs
and look broadly—to research, the community, other fields, previous clients—to co-create solutions.
COMMUNICATION. We enjoy sharing what we learn, making connections, and facilitating dynamic peer networks and
blended learning opportunities where participants can serve as resources to one another.
For us, this culture is energizing. We genuinely like and respect each other. We feel empowered and motivated to work
toward positive change for youth.

Jennifer Brady is the Chief Executive Officer of Development Without Limits.

Right At School inspires a love of learning, supports schools and gives parents peace of mind. As we develop and refine
student enrichment excellence, here are some ways we employ the 4Cs:
CREATIVITY. While we have outstanding international curriculum, we expect our 700+ educators to be innovative with
their local programs, leveraging their talents, passions and unique school culture to deepen kids’ experiences. For the kids, we
emphasize creativity by sparking imagination and original ideas as they invent new games, experiment with solutions and express
themselves artistically.
CRITICAL THINKING. Central to what we build in children, we as leaders interact with each other to synthesize our
learning and rapidly innovate. We embrace divergent views, use data to drive decision-making, ref lect on feedback and
results, and continually analyze our processes to improve.
COLLABORATION. We continually develop new curricula by gauging child, parent and staff interests. Our education
department brainstorms to identify annual themes, which are developed into 200+ daily activities. Each day’s curriculum
goes through multiple editing rounds with the writing team, VP of Education and CEO.
COMMUNICATION. Outbound communication includes program newsletters, child updates at pickup, school
board reports and events showcasing children. We foster internal dialog through our open central office environment,
e-newsletters and digital forums—like ThoughtExchange—to bring in team voices from across North America.

Michele Wilkens, EdS, LCPC, is a National AfterSchool Association Board Member and Vice President
of Education and Training, Right At School.
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ISSUE

DEVELOPING THE
SKILLS YOUNG PEOPLE
NEED TO #STAYWOKE

H

Have you seen the animated

BY FAUSTO A. LÓPEZ, M.ED.

it also speaks to formal education’s

whiteboard video of Sir Ken

limitations, while highlighting the

Robinson? With help from RSA

complimentary role afterschool

Animate, Robinson explains the

programs can play in the new

history of formal education and the

educational paradigm.

necessity for Changing Education

The afterschool field continues

Paradigms. A world-renowned

to redefine its contribution to the

speaker and educator, he notes “we

education and overall development of

are getting our children through

youth. Afterschool professionals are

education by anaesthetizing them,”

eager to define their work and refine

and rather than “putting them to sleep

their approaches to working with

we should be waking them up to what

young people. Consistently, a pressing

they have inside of themselves.” The

issue facing programs is how to best

mesmerizing video is totally worth a

empower youth toward becoming

view, as Robinson provides a wealth of

productive contributors to society.

history, analysis and critique.
How do we keep up?
How does a shift in education

Throughout the afterschool world,

paradigms relate to

youth workers are playing catch-up

afterschool programs?

with a hyper-dynamic youth culture

The video draws a clear picture

that redefines itself one viral social

of what’s missing from formal

media post at a time. In Robinson’s

education. It depicts the need for an

animated speech, he describes

adaptive approach: waking kids up

this era as “the most intensely

through learning. Robinson calls for

stimulating period in the history

a shift from “factory line” schools

of the earth. [Where children are]

toward creative and collaborative

being besieged with information and

spaces that promote critical thinking

calls for their attention from every

and communication. Robinson’s

platform—computers, iPhones,

video speaks to these skills as

advertising, television—and

essential to promoting learning,

we're penalizing them for getting

divergent thinking and cooperation;

distracted. [And] from what? Boring
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stuff at school, for the most part.”
Over the past 20 years, the
afterschool field has established
its role in providing safe places
for youth to learn and thrive. It’s
succeeded in improving participants’
academic achievement and providing

"THE PROBLEM [WITH
EDUCATION] IS THEY'RE TRYING
TO MEET THE FUTURE BY DOING
WHAT THEY DID IN THE PAST."

opportunities for exploration and
application of the skills necessary for
life success. Overall, programs that
build these skills support youth through

can be agreed upon by the education,

challenges, resulting in competent

employment and afterschool sectors

decision-makers and problem-solvers.

as strategic levers for preparing young

The afterschool world has rallied

people for the future 1. The driving

to engage young people in exploring

components of this approach include

and mastering these skills. Programs

authentic decision-making, reasoning and

have turned to the Partnership for 21st

critical thinking skills 2 .

Century Learning (P21) Framework for

“The problem [with education] is

21st Century Learning, which has gained

they're trying to meet the future by doing

regard due to its cross-sectional input from

what they did in the past. And on the

teachers, education experts and business

way, they're alienating millions of kids

leaders in defining skills and knowledge

who don't see [a future or] any purpose in

for youth success. The framework outlines

going to school.”

four domains of outcomes:

Beyond research frameworks, formal
education and afterschool must realize

(1) Content Knowledge and 21st

we are stronger together. In the age

Century Themes

of hybrids, the afterschool field must

(2) Learning and Innovation Skills

continue to establish itself as a viable

(3) Information, Media and

setting for engaging young people in

Technology Skills

activities and projects that provide

(4) Life and Career Skills

the opportunity to think divergently,
ask questions, work with others and

P21 has emphasized Learning and

communicate effectively. Through the

Innovation Skills—the 4Cs—as being

power of afterschool, we can engage

critical to young people’s success as

youth in analyzing and developing

they advance in the workforce. It’s no

solutions to the problems of a world they

surprise that creativity, critical thinking,

have inherited by focusing on the skills

communication and collaboration

they need to #staywoke.

Contributed by Fausto A. López, M.Ed., Afterschool & Expanded Learning @
American Institutes for Research.
1 Lai, E. R., DiCerbo, K. E., & Foltz, P. (2017). Skills for Today: What We Know about Teaching and

Assessing Collaboration. London: Pearson.
2 Ricketts, J. & Rudd, R. (2002). A comprehensive leadership education model to train, teach and develop

leadership in youth. Journal of Career and Technical Education.
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PROGRAM PROFILE

Photos © Girls Inc.

HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENT SKILLBUILDING EXTERNSHIPS

G

Girls Inc. of Omaha successfully teaches 21st Century workforce skills—the 4Cs and social-emotional skills—through its Eureka!

Program. The long-term, intentional skills development program includes temporary training in the workplace, also known as externships.
Eureka! started in 2013 with 28 girls. For two years, the first cohort worked on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering

and Math) and personal development on the University of Nebraska Omaha campus. The next two years involved developing
SEL skills and included two summer externships. The final year was spent on college preparation. Seventeen girls completed
the entire program in 2017 and are now pursuing higher education.
PROGRAM DATA SHOWS GIRLS:
Gained confidence in their intellectual abilities, and more reported plans to attend college.
Began the program feeling less positive about math than science, but their interest and confidence in math increased.
Developed self-confidence and career skills to support aspirations in STEM fields.
Since 2013, new cohorts have been added annually. Five years of operations has resulted in production of a scalable

externship program model.
WHAT LESSONS MIGHT HELP OTHERS IMPLEMENT SKILL-BUILDING EXTERNSHIPS?
One-on-one mentors are highly important. Research shows that young adults who had a mentor were 130 percent more likely
to hold leadership positions. Mentors offer advice, share experiences and help navigate challenges.
Finding partners, funding, externship sites and mentors doesn’t have to be overwhelming. Engage your board, biggest fans
and funders—who already believe in your mission and can bring their businesses and expertise into the program.

14
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TIPS:
•

Start small. Company size does not matter in externship partnerships. If you have three board members and
three companies that can be engaged, that’s a great start!

•

Acknowledge funding is a challenge. The program is expensive. Paying stipends for on-the-job training is a
required incentive to make the program meaningful, so adequate funding will need to be secured.

•

Identify national and community funding supports for workforce development and youth. Some national
funding trickles down to the local level. Become familiar with City and Mayor’s youth programs, because
funding may be passed through their offices.

•

Once funding is secured and sites are identified, prepare the adults. Young people are not the only ones who need
support—adults need it, too! These programs are beneficial for youth and help build adult facilitators and mentors’
skills. Facilitators will need to model the skills. Mentors should understand that participants are in the program to
see workforce skills in action. The girls need a safe space to learn, practice and grow; mentors may need training on
relationship building with youth and reminders that they are working with teenagers—not experienced adults.

•

Recruit new businesses. After a successful start, leverage references from the current externship partners.

Building the future workforce by successfully implementing a program with externships takes funding,
partnerships and long-term commitment from all parties. It’s hard work, but it’s worth it.

Contributed by Emily Mwaja, Director of Programs for Girls Inc. of Omaha
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SPECIAL REPORT
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INTERNATIONAL
LEARNING
EXCHANGE 2017
HELSINKI, FINLAND AND TALLINN, ESTONIA
BY HEIDI HAM, NATIONAL AFTERSCHOOL ASSOCIATION,
VP OF PROGRAMS & STRATEGY | PHOTOS © KASIE SMITH

E

“EVERY YOUTH IS A
VALUE. FUTURE IS
MADE TODAY.”
—Estonian Youth Work Centre

In Finland, participants visited the Ministry of Education
& Culture, Helsinki Youth Services for presentations and
discussions about systems and policies, and Allianssi to learn
about youth engagement and evidence-informed policies.
In Estonia, the U.S. delegates, hosted by the Youth
Work Centre, received orientation on education and youth
development policies and approaches, and participated in
a discussion about youth work practice and professional
development.

The International Learning Exchange is dedicated to

The Finnish and Estonian educational systems’ success—

cultural and educational professional development, and

and that of previous ILE destinations London, Dublin and

focused on building innovative knowledge and strategies for

Belfast—starts with the belief that people of all ages are

afterschool leaders.

important. Systems are created based on this core value and

In June, a delegation of 20 National Afterschool

the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,

Association (NAA) Executive Members and national, state,

a human rights treaty setting children’s civil, political,

city and organizational leaders from 12 states joined peers in

economic, social, health and cultural rights. Support for

Finland and Estonia for the third annual NAA International

children starts with generous paid maternity care and

Learning Exchange (ILE). The delegates met with 10

leave policies, progresses with child care subsidies, and

colleagues in Finland and four in Estonia during the week.

continues in school with free lunch for students and respect

The destinations were selected because of NAA’s

for the teaching profession; outside of school, independence

relationships with key youth development leaders in Finland

and exploring hobbies and interests is provided for and

and because Finland is internationally known for its strong

encouraged. As of August 2017, the U.S. is the only

school system. According to the World Economic Forum, both

country yet to sign the Convention; this seems the biggest

countries rank in the top eight best places at teaching science.

differentiator between success in ILE countries and ours.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2017
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CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
HELSINKI:
Panoramic tour including Senate
Square, the Esplanade, the Rock
Church and Market Square.
Visiting Suomenlinna Sea Fortress, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Smuggler’s Dinner Cruise.
ESTONIA:
A guided walk of Tallinn’s Old Town
allowed participants to explore medieval
architecture and cobbled alleyways en
route to Raekova Platz, Tallinn Town
Hall, St. Catherine’s Passage and
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral.

Combining business and leisure, the ILE encourages field

members,” said Gina Warner, NAA President and CEO.

leaders to explore other countries’ innovations, successes and

“Our association—and the whole afterschool field—benefits

challenges, and cultural experiences providing work context.

from these one-of-a-kind learning opportunities.”

“NAA remains excited about our opportunity to build

The 2018 International Learning Exchange is headed

relationships with our international colleagues, while

to Italy. To express interest in attending ILE18, e-mail

providing amazing travel and educational experiences to our

gwarner@naaweb.org.

A PARTICIPANT REFLECTS

“ WHILE WE DO MANY FANTASTIC THINGS IN THE U.S. IN AFTERSCHOOL AND
OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME, IT IS IMPRESSIVE TO SEE A NATIONAL SYSTEM WITH
A VISION, POLICY AND PR ACTICES THAT ARE ALIGNED. WE CAN MATCH THE
R ANGE OF INNOVATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY EFFORTS WITH ANY COUNTRY,
BUT IT IS HARD TO MATCH FINLAND OR ESTONIA'S SYSTEMATIC AND
INTEGR ATED APPROACH SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN AND
YOUTH. POLICIES FOCUSED ON CHILDREN’S RIGHTS, INCLUDING THE RIGHT
TO PARTICIPATE, DO MAKE A DIFFERENCE!”
—Dale Blyth, Ph.D., Sr. Research Fellow, Center for Applied Research & Educational Improvement, College
of Education and Human Development, University of Minnesota and NAA Board Member
18
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PROMISING PRACTICES

DESIGNING
ENGAGING MEETINGS
APPLYING THE 4Cs

A

At the 2017 National AfterSchool Convention, the magical

for participants with a thoughtful through-line that has a

moment for me was when a young woman threw her arms

beginning, a middle and an end. The story arc is the plan that

around an older woman and declared in front of nearly 2,000

connects your organizational goals with Knowles’ principles

people, “AFTER 20 YEARS, WE HAVE RECONNECTED

of adult learning 1 and adds dynamic movement.

BECAUSE OF THIS MEETING AND THE POWER OF

The beginning of the story arc sets the stage. Why are

AFTERSCHOOL.” The sheer joy of those women proved

we here? What is this organization all about? What do we

that all the details that go into large-scale meeting planning

hope the participant will experience here? For NAA, the

can result in deep and meaningful human connection.

opening plenary goal is to “connect.” We want to create a fun,

At Collaborative Communications, we are proud partners
with NAA to design, develop and coordinate all the learning

engaging session to build community early.
The middle of the story arc gets into the content. What three

sessions for the convention. The 4Cs— Collaboration,

things do you want people to learn at this meeting? Boil it down

Creativity, Critical Thinking, Communication—are

to a few words and build from there. Usually the middle is about

embedded in everything we do. We hope some of our guiding

sharing powerful stories (and some research) where participants

principles are helpful to your meeting planning.

both see themselves and gain inspiration for their work.

CRITICAL THINKING AND CREATIVITY

“equip”—and we end our story arc with practical tools, tips and

The end of the arc is about action. The NAA goal here is to
Design a story arc for your meeting. Make it make sense

1

20

strategies to support youth and families and the afterschool

Knowles, M.S. (1980). The Modern Practice of Adult Learning: From Pedagogy to Andragogy. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Cambridge Adult Education.
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professionals who serve them. We know adult learners value relevancy
and practicality, and we want to send people home ready for action.
COLLABORATION AND COMMUNICATION
There are many important communication and collaboration
strategies for a great meeting. We like to focus on working with
participants to communicate their own strategies and ideas, so
others can learn from real-world peer experiences. Our goal is to
find and lift new voices from the field and create mechanisms to
share—from formal workshops to informal social media platforms.
Remember: Adult learning is often most effective when problemcentered. Help your speakers communicate their expertise in a way
that people can access it.
Our final strategy incorporates all the 4Cs: Read and take
seriously the evaluations. Participant feedback is invaluable—
and how you creatively respond to those reactions generously
shared will make or break the next meeting.

Contributed by Terri Ferinde, a partner at Collaborative Communications in Washington, D.C., and one of NA A’s Most
Inf luential in Afterschool. She welcomes your feedback and ideas for great meetings! | ferinde@collaborativecommunications.com
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TOOLS YOU CAN USE
Photo © Sanford
Harmoney

CLICK2SCIENCEPD:
STEM PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Click2SciencePD, a professional development resource for
afterschool professionals, helps build higher-quality OST STEM
programs by giving frontline staff and volunteers the skills they need

CHANGE THE WAY
CHILDREN COMMUNICATE

to create positive STEM learning experiences with youth. In order to
learn more about the impact of its professional development model,
Click2Science recently completed a triangulated evaluation study.

Since its establishment in 2014,
Sanford Harmony, a social-emotional

According to the study:
•

11 of the 12 Dimensions of Success (DoS).

than 24,000 classrooms by providing
teachers with SEL tools to build healthy

•

easily integrate into everyday lesson
plans and afterschool programs,

Participants enjoy and value professional development when
using Click2Science resources.

relationships among their students.
With simple and fun exercises that

Programs that implement Click2Science’s professional
development model show a post-observation score increase in

learning program, has impacted more

•

Youth have positive perceptions of general science content and
activities.

Additional research was conducted through user feedback,

Sanford Harmony is changing the way

initiating the launch of Click2Science 2.0. Redesigned to improve

children communicate and interact with

navigation and user experience, Click2SciencePD.org and its

each other. Visit SanfordHarmony.org to

resources have a brand new look! To explore our free resources, or for

learn more!

more information about the evaluation study, visit Click2SciencePD.org.

Photos ©
LessonZest

ORGANIZING AFTERSCHOOL ACTIVITIES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Weird Science! Snack Art! Around the World in 8 Days! With fun themes like these to look forward to, kids can’t wait to
arrive at their afterschool programs! With LessonZest.com, organizing afterschool activities has never been easier. Lesson
Zest is an online database of hundreds of activity plans designed specifically for afterschool programs.
“One of our favorite themes is Toy Factory,” said owner Jacqueline Cushman. “Students learn about the career of
toy designing and get to make their own toys, such as plastic cup rocket launchers, no-sew puppets, cardboard tube
kaleidoscopes and silly putty.”
Lesson Zest has a variety of lesson types, including crafts, STEM activities, games and more. Each activity plan includes
detailed instructions, photos, videos, fun facts and more. Everything you need in one place! Check out lessonzest.com to try
out some of these amazing activities.

22
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SUSTAINABILITY

WORKFORCE READINESS
AND AFTERSCHOOL

I

In summer 2016, the Riley Institute at Furman University surveyed afterschool state network leads—18 of which are also

NAA Affiliate Leaders—using a comprehensive skills list from the National Network of Business and Industry Associations
and additional skills from other nationally regarded organizations. Responses illustrate the extent to which workforce
readiness skills are developed in afterschool programming and the strategies programs use to grow those skills.

SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS
•

Questions asked about the value of afterschool programs in preparing students for today and tomorrow’s workforce.

•

Administered to a unique panel of experts with connectivity to program directors, school districts, business/industry,
departments of education, and policymakers.

•

Survey utilized comprehensive skills list from the National Network of Business and Industry Associations along with
additional skills from other nationally regarded publications.

TOP 10 SKILLS DEVELOPED
BY AFTERSCHOOL
Integrity • Initiative • Adaptability •
Teamwork • Communication •
Respect • Problem Solving • SelfConfidence • Critical Thinking •
Self-Discipline
More than 50 PERCENT of
respondents indicated afterschool
programs help students develop the
skill A LOT. (Other choices were
SOME and NOT AT ALL.)
TOP FIVE SKILLS DEVELOPED
BY AFTERSCHOOL
Teamwork • Communication •
Problem Solving • Self-Confidence •
Critical Thinking
Respondents were asked to select
TWO SKILLS that they thought were
best developed in afterschool programs.

24
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SELF-

CRITICAL

TEAMWORK

PROBLEM

COMMUNICATION

CONFIDENCE

THINKING

SKILLS

SOLVING SKILLS

SKILLS

It was reported by

It was reported by

It was reported by

It was reported by

It was reported

87 PERCENT that

57 PERCENT that

89 PERCENT that

61 PERCENT that

by 81 PERCENT

afterschool programs

afterschool programs

afterschool programs

afterschool programs

that afterschool

help develop Self-

help develop Critical

help develop

help develop Problem

programs help develop

Confidence in

Thinking Skills in

Teamwork Skills in

Solving Skills in

Communication Skills

students A LOT; 13

students A LOT; 35

students A LOT; 11

students A LOT; 33

in students A LOT; 19

PERCENT reported

PERCENT reported

PERCENT reported

PERCENT reported

PERCENT reported

that it does SOME.

that it does SOME.

that it does SOME.

that it does SOME.

that it does SOME.

Most frequent

Most frequent ways

Most frequent ways

Most frequent ways

Most frequent

ways afterschool

afterschool helps

afterschool helps

afterschool helps

ways afterschool

helps develop self-

develop critical

develop teamwork

develop problem

helps develop

confidence:

thinking:

skills:

solving skills:

communication skills:

•

•

•

•

•

Provides

•

Provides

Provides

Provides

opportunities to

opportunities to

opportunities to

opportunities

try new things.

share opinions.

work on projects

to identify

Provides

in groups.

problems that are

Provides

•

opportunities

opportunities

to excel and

to inquire about

opportunities to

perform.

topics of interest.

solve problems as

opportunities to

Provides

teams.

strategize.

Specific activities

•

•

Provides
•

Provides
opportunities to
give presentations.

•

Provides

solvable.

opportunities to

Provides

develop writing
skills.
Specific afterschool

that help develop

opportunities to

Specific afterschool

Specific afterschool

activities that

self-confidence:

problem solve.

activities that help

activities that help

help develop

Programs that

Specific afterschool

develop teamwork

develop problem

communication skills:

allow choice

activities that help

skills:

solving skills:

•

•

STEM / Robotics

develop critical

•

Robotics

•

STEM / Robotics

Theater, Debate,

•

Student

thinking:

•

Sports

•

Clubs (i.e.,

Technology and

Leadership /

•

Reflection

•

STEM

Adventure,

Book)

Government

•

Discussion

Photography,

•

Argumentative

Cooking and

essays

Gardening)

•

•

Clubs (i.e.,

Arts
performances

•

Public speaking

OTHER FINDINGS
Respondents also indicate that participation in afterschool programs helps students improve outcomes such as attendance, behavior and
academic performance. These outcomes, and the degree to which respondents agree with the impact of afterschool programs help:
REDUCE ABSENCES 98% YES | 2% UNSURE • INCREASE ON-TIME GRADE PROGRESSION 91% YES |
9% UNSURE • INCREASE GPA 82% YES | 18% UNSURE • IMPROVE CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR 98% YES |
2% UNSURE • REDUCE SUSPENSIONS/EXPULSIONS 98% YES | 2% UNSURE
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HEALTH

AND

WELL-BEING

VOICES FOR
HEALTHY KIDS
BY TIM VASKE
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A

As a child, my favorite time of day was when the school bell

this work. Boys & Girls Clubs, Girls on the Run, Save the

rang. My friends and I ran full speed to the playground—it

Children, National Recreation and Park Association, and

was a great thrill! We had simultaneous bursts of energy

Concerned Black Men National regularly discuss how we

poured into racing for the most treasured game of the week,

can better achieve our goals.

often Tag or King of the Hill. We had a few minutes to romp,
swing and laugh a lot before heading to afterschool.

CREATIVITY IS A GAME-CHANGER. Our team

Most years, I liked afterschool. The counselors, usually

recognizes that afterschool programs face many constraints; even

fun, set up great games in the parking lot when it was sunny.

within a large provider, no two programs are the same. Space for

One stood head and shoulders above the rest: She devised

physical activity is a consistent challenge that takes real creativity

creative new games and—even better—creative, healthy

to overcome. Through the advisory group, we have learned

snacks keeping our energy up and our brains powered for

practical ways to overcome space barriers—when talking with

homework time, my least favorite. With these fond memories,

policy makers, it’s critical to acknowledge challenges and provide

I share this spotlight on Voices for Healthy Kids, an American

real-life stories about programs that seemingly created space out

Heart Association and Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

of thin air for kids to dance, jump and play ball.

collaboration, making each day healthier for all children.
From the time children wake up to the moment they fall

On a policy side, we support grantees to secure
appropriations for strong afterschool programs while ensuring

asleep at night, we are committed to finding effective ways

states provide resources where needs are greatest. We all need

to ensure each child is active at least 60 minutes a day and is

to be creative in seeking resources for programs that improve

offered the most nutritious foods and beverages, to grow up

nutrition, physical activity and active learning components.

healthy and fit for life. Our commitment rings true across
every zip code, ability level, race and gender.

CRITICAL THINKING CHANGES LIVES. Millions of

We believe children need—and deserve—safe places to

children are served by afterschool programs; many are on free

be active and access to healthy foods in each part of their

and reduced meal programs during the school day, so they are

day. Thus, we advocate for policy solutions shown to be

receiving an adequate breakfast and lunch. What we have found:

effective or that are promising practices for improving

There is a missing link between the federal feeding program

health outcomes. With afterschool programs, our goal is to

Child Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) and many afterschool

make sure programs in every state have adequate funding to

providers with eligible students. With better training in place

provide quality care, equipment for youth to be active, and

across a state and a bit of paperwork, we could ensure thousands

training to leverage dollars for snack and meal programs in

more children have a third meal and don’t go to bed hungry.

low-income areas. Throughout our efforts, we find the 4Cs
of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills.

For programs on school campuses, there’s a real
opportunity to work with the school districts on their
wellness policies and to make sure all afterschool providers

COLLABORATION IS KEY. We work with national

are considered in crafting policy.

afterschool leaders, such as the National Afterschool Association,
Afterschool Alliance, YMCA of the USA and Alliance for a

COMMUNICATION DRIVES EFFECTIVENESS. In

Healthier Generation, to build campaigns and advocate for state

the above components, the cornerstone of effectiveness is

policy change. Everything we do includes collaborating with

communicating across stakeholders—with parents, providers

experts in each of our priority issues, and collaborating with

and to our grassroots network—about how to effectively

organizations some may consider unlikely, yet powerful voices.

drive change. Open communications lines and building

MomsRising and Mission: Readiness stand out as
supporting organizations, ready to rally their key audiences
to make sure kids can move more and eat healthier. We have
a fantastic advisory group and truly invested colleagues in

trusted networks have allowed us to get to creative solutions
at critical times in a campaign.
To learn more about Voices for Healthy Kids and the work it is
doing within afterschool, visit www.voicesforhealthykids.org.

Contributed by Tim Vaske, State and Community Advocacy Manager, Voices for Healthy Kids, American Heart Association.
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TRUE STORY

FINDING INSPIRATION
FOR THE 4Cs

I

Inspiration for creativity, communication, critical thinking and

collaboration is all around us. Here, four afterschool leaders show
us where they’ve found inspiration for the 4Cs.

Some of the best life lessons are learned early. The importance of sharing, the power of napping, and the
value of having a hand to hold. One author who captured our attention as kids and whose message still holds
true in adulthood is Dr. Seuss when he declared Oh, the Places You’ll Go! In this journey told through rhyme,
we are encouraged to think outside the box, analyze the world around us, practice forthrightness and exercise
f lexibility. This story empowers us to make decisions and gives us permission to fail. All are qualities that help
us to fulfill the 4Cs.
— Shallie Pittman, Youth Development Associate, ACT Now Coalition
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership: Follow Them and People Will Follow You
In this book, John Maxwell leads us through his 21 "laws" of leadership. Each chapter of the book defines
and explains each of the laws using his own experiences, mistakes and other relatable stories. He starts with
the Law of the Lid, "Your organization will never be more effective than your ability to lead," and proceeds
through the other 20, touching on all the 4Cs. This is a quick read, with a lasting impact.
—Erin Broderick, Capacity Building Director | New York State Network for Youth Success
“If you want to build a ship, don't drum up people to collect wood and don't assign them tasks and work, but
rather teach them to long for the endless immensity of the sea.” —Antoine de Saint-Exupery
As leaders, it falls to us to set a course and lay out a vision for progress. What stirs people is often not the
technical aspects of how we will get where we’re going, but the “why” of the process. This quote incorporates
the 4 Cs … the Communication of why we need a ship, the Creativity of imagining where we’ll go, the
Collaboration involved in inspiring a group of people to achieve something together, and the Critical Thinking
needed for ultimately designing and building the vehicle to take us where we want to be. To lead, we need to
inspire!
—Bradley Lademann, Resource Center Coordinator, Missouri Afterschool Network
An L.R. Knost quote says, in part: “So go. Love intentionally, extravagantly, unconditionally. The broken
world waits in the darkness for the light that is you.”
To an afterschool professional, the state of the world can often be discouraging, especially when we see the
effect it has on the youth we serve. But to achieve the 4Cs, we must be open to the people around us, willing to
see that even small actions can make a difference. When 1,000 small lights collaborate and communicate, they
become a bonfire that can light the way for our youth!
— Shannon Black, Out of School Time Specialist, Utah Afterschool Network
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GET INSPIRED.
GET CONNECTED.
LEARN AND SHARE.

RISE TO
THE CHALLENGE.
Are you a current or aspiring afterschool leader looking for
inspiration, connections, and opportunities to build or share your
knowledge?

NAA is committed to building the afterschool profession by providing
leadership development, support and opportunities to our Executive members!
Monthly PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES.
EXECUTIVE MEMBER EXTRA - a monthly email packed with leadership tips, tricks, and thoughts.
Subscriptions to NAA’s AFTERSCHOOL TODAY MAGAZINE, the JOURNAL OF YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT, and the NAA WEEKLY eNEWS.
DISCOUNTS ON NAA’S ANNUAL CONVENTION, NAA professional training and consulting
services and FREE VIRTUAL CONVENTION.
OPPORTUNITIES TO SHARE KNOWLEDGE through NAA publications and events.

ALL THIS AND MORE FOR JUST $99/YEAR.
Take your leadership to the next level and help build the capacity of the
afterschool profession.
JOIN at NAAWEB.ORG/MEMBERSHIP

